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Christine, an unincorporated woman <cmssyc@gmail.com>

FOI to CDC re: scientific evidence of "Alaskapox virus", "cowpox virus", or
purification, contagion
Christine, an unincorporated woman <cmssyc@gmail.com> Mon, Feb 12, 2024 at 2:10 PM
To: "FOIA Requests (CDC)" <FOIARequests@cdc.gov>

February 12, 2024

To:
Roger Andoh
Freedom of Information Officer
1600 Clifton Rd NE MS T-01
Atlanta, Georgia 30333
Email: FOIARequests@cdc.gov
Phone: 770-488-6277
Fax: 770-488-6200

Greetings Roger,

I require access to general records, as per the Freedom of Information Act.

Description of Requested Records:

1.  All studies/reports in the possession, custody or control of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
and/or the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) that scientifically prove/provide evidence of the
existence of the alleged "Alaskapox virus" and/or the alleged "cowpox virus" (showing that the alleged particle exists
and causes the illness/symptoms that it's alleged to cause).

Note:
Scientific proof/evidence is NOT

Opinions, or 
Speculation, or 
Review papers, or 
Descriptive papers.

Scientific proof/evidence requires use of the scientific method to test falsifiable hypotheses through valid, rigorous,
repeatable controlled experiments.

2.  If the CDC has no studies responsive to #1 above, then please indicate such explicitly, and provide all studies
and/or reports in the possession, custody or control of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and/or the
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) describing the purification of particles that are alleged to be
said virus(es), directly from bodily fluid/tissue/excrement of alleged "hosts", with purification confirmed via EM
imaging (the images must be available as well). 

Please note that I am not requesting studies/reports where researchers failed to purify the suspected "virus" and instead:

cultured an unpurified sample or other unpurified substance, and/or
performed an amplification test (i.e. a PCR test), and/or
created an in silico "genome", and/or
produced electron microscopy images of unpurified things.

I am aware that according to virus dogma a "virus" requires host cells in order to replicate; I am not seeking records
describing the replication of a "virus" without host cells, or that describe a suspected "virus" floating in a vacuum or a strict
fulfillment of Koch's Postulate; I am simply seeking records that describe its purification (separation from everything
else in the "host" sample). I am not seeking private patient records.

mailto:FOIARequests@cdc.gov
https://alaskapublic.org/2024/02/09/kenai-man-is-the-first-person-to-die-of-alaskapox-virus/
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3.  All studies/reports in the possession, custody or control of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
and/or the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) that scientifically demonstrate contagion of
symptom(s) that are allegedly caused by said purported "virus(es)".

General Note:
This FOI is not limited to records that were authored by the CDC or ATSDR or that pertain to work done at/by the CDC or
ATSDR, it includes any record matching the above description authored by anyone, anywhere, ever.

Publicly Available Records
If any records match the above description of requested records and are currently available to the public elsewhere,
please assist me by providing enough information about each record so that I may identify and access each one with
certainty (i.e. title, author(s), date, journal, where the public may access it). Please provide URLs where possible.

Format:
Pdf documents sent to me via email; please don't ship anything to me;

Contact Information:
email: cmssyc@gmail.com

Thank you in advance and best wishes,
Christine

mailto:cmssyc@gmail.com
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Christine, an unincorporated woman <cmssyc@gmail.com>

Your CDC FOIA Request #24-00653-FOIA
xsj4@cdc.gov <xsj4@cdc.gov> Tue, Feb 13, 2024 at 9:46 AM
To: cmssyc@gmail.com

February 13, 2024

Request Number: 24-00653-FOIA

Dear Ms. Massey:

This is regarding your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request of February 12, 2024, for:

1. All studies/reports in the possession, custody or control of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
and/or the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) that scientifically prove/provide evidence of the
existence of the alleged "Alaskapox virus" and/or the alleged "cowpox virus" (showing that the alleged particle exists and
causes the illness/symptoms that it's alleged to cause).

2. If the CDC has no studies responsive to #1 above, then please indicate such explicitly, and provide all studies and/or
reports in the possession, custody or control of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and/or the Agency
for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) describing the purification of particles that are alleged to be said
virus(es), directly from bodily fluid/tissue/excrement of alleged "hosts", with purification confirmed via EM imaging (the
images must be available as well).

3. All studies/reports in the possession, custody or control of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
and/or the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) that scientifically demonstrate contagion of
symptom(s) that are allegedly caused by said purported "virus(es)".

Please see the attached letter.

Sincerely,
CDC/ATSDR FOIA Office
770-488-6399

 

 

Acknowledgement (Complex) 30 Days.pdf
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We reasonably anticipate that you should receive documents by May 5, 2024. Please know that this date 

roughly estimates how long it will take the Agency to close requests ahead of your request in the queue 

and complete work on your request.  The actual date of completion might be before or after this 

estimated date.

Sincerely,

Roger Andoh

CDC/ATSDR FOIA Officer

Office of the Chief Operating Officer

(770) 488-6399

Fax: (404) 235-1852

24-00653-FOIA
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Christine, an unincorporated woman <cmssyc@gmail.com>

Final Response to Your CDC FOIA Request #24-00653-FOIA
xsj4@cdc.gov <xsj4@cdc.gov> Thu, Feb 29, 2024 at 10:16 AM
To: cmssyc@gmail.com

February 29, 2024

FOIA Request Number: 24-00653-FOIA

Dear Ms. Massey:

This is regarding your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request of February 12, 2024. Our final response letter is
attached.

Please see the attached letter.

Sincerely,
CDC/ATSDR FOIA Office
770-488-6399

 

 

Final Response Letter - FOIA Request 24-00653-FOIA.pdf
125K
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Please mark both your appeal letter and envelope “FOIA Appeal.” Your appeal must be electronically
transmitted by May 29, 2024.

Sincerely,

Roger Andoh
CDC/ATSDR FOIA Officer
Office of the Chief Operating Officer
(770) 488-6399
Fax: (404) 235-1852

#24-00653-FOIA
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Christine, an unincorporated woman <cmssyc@gmail.com>

Final Response to Your CDC FOIA Request #24-00653-FOIA
Christine, an unincorporated woman <cmssyc@gmail.com> Sat, Mar 2, 2024 at 3:08 PM
To: xsj4@cdc.gov, "FOIA Requests (CDC)" <FOIARequests@cdc.gov>

Thank you "xsj4" and Roger.

Regarding the "Alaskapox virus" article cited:

The 2017 study supposedly reports on a “Novel Orthopoxvirus Infection in an Alaska Resident”, and begins with
some fear-mongering around cessation of smallpox “vaccination” and the supposed waning of population-level “immunity”
.

The authors then claim that a “virus” has been “isolated” from a woman’s dermal lesion “consistent with poxvirus infection”
and that laboratory testing has “confirmed infection by an Orthopoxvirus”. The woman had been unwell for several days,
suspected that she had been bit by spider and “denied” having been around any sick people.

The woman’s doctor suspected a “viral infection”, so he swabbed a vesicle, put the swab into universal transport media
and sent the swab to the Alaska State Public Health Virology Laboratory for culture and diagnostic testing.

Testing at this point is obviously putting the cart before the horse because we’re looking for scientific evidence of a “virus”
existing and you cannot have a validated test for something that hasn’t already been shown to exist.

Re “culture”/“isolation”: the content of the swab was intentionally, unscientifically adulterated by adding it to various cell
lines. Other basic details of the “culturing” process were omitted/concealed by the authors and they don’t even hint at
having implemented any controls (because virology isn’t a science).

The cell lines started breaking down (“cytopathic effects”), probably caused by malnutrition/poisoning since this is the
norm in virology, and this was irrationally, ludicrously passed off as a “virus” having been “isolated”.

Two weeks later the original swab sample and the fake “isolates” were sent to the Poxvirus Laboratory of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention where a never-validated “Orthopoxvirus-generic” PCR test gave meaningless “positive”
results.

(PCR can only provide indirect evidence of a target sequence, not intact “germs”, and no “orthopoxvirus” has ever been
shown to exist anyways.)

Tiny things were seen in electron microscopy images after the culturing had been done (not in the contents of the
swab). These tiny things were delusionally passed off as “the virus isolated from the patient”… despite the fact that
nothing whatsoever had been isolated/purified let alone sequenced, characterized and studied with valid controlled
experiments to see if it really was a “virus”. The classic “point and declare” method, minus the arrows.

https://viroliegy.com/category/cell-culture/
https://viroliegy.com/category/pcr-tests/
https://viroliegy.com/category/pcr-tests/
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From the Supplementary Methods we see that fake/fraudulent “whole genome sequencing” was based on DNA
extracted from the original cell culture (and God only knows how many different sequences) - which was never shown to
have anything to do with a “virus” - and meaningless “phylogenetic inference” was performed.

The authors don’t provide details of the universal transport medium that the swab was stored in prior to any lab work
being performed. However we know that the CDC’s Standard Operating Procedure for “viral” transport medium in the
context of fake-covid includes the intentional, unscientific adulteration of clinical samples with cow serum, toxic drugs, etc.
(screenshot below) and that universal transport mediums can adulterate clinical samples with bovine serum albumin,
antibiotics, etc. (i.e. see Copan Diagnostics Inc., Murrieta, CA, USA.)

There’s more but I trust you get the picture: no valid independent or dependent variable, un-validated indirect tests, invalid
methods that tell us nothing about living bodies, no scientific evidence.

Christine

[Quoted text hidden]
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